2006 Minnesota History Day National Finalist Facebook
**RESEARCH PAPERS**

**JUNIOR**

Rebecca Savelsberg  
Capitol Hill Magnet School

*Children Taking a Stand Against Apartheid: The Soweto Uprising*

Linnea Burnham  
Ramsey Junior High School

*Rachel Carson: Taking a Stand for the Environment*

**SENIOR**

Ellen Rice  
Central High School

*Jane Grey Swissshelm: A Stand Against the Dakota*

Sarah Parker  
Southwest High School

*Voice of the Voiceless: Archbishop Oscar Romero’s Stand for the Liberation of the Salvadoran People*
JUNIOR EXHIBITS

INDIVIDUAL

Annalisa Tester
Breck School

Let Children Be Children: Lewis Hines’ Photographic Crusade Against Child Labor

Perihan MacDonald
Capitol Hill Magnet School

Ataturk: Taking a Stand for a Modern Turkish Nation from Islamic Empire to Secular Democracy

GROUP

Grant Bemis    Eric Chien
Breck School

Citizens of Northfield Take a Stand Against the James Younger Gang

Erik Legried    Brennan Lunzer
Sandburg Middle School

The Indian Occupation of Alcatraz: Taking a Stand for Indian Rights
SENIOR EXHIBITS

INDIVIDUAL

**Jennifer Walker**  
South High School

*Nonviolent Revolution: James Lawson and His Nashville Students*  
*Take a Stand for Civil Rights*

**Julianna Kolb**  
Blaine High School

*James Manahan: “I Stand as a Lawyer and Want a Square Deal”*

GROUP

**Katrina Nygaard**  
**Rachel Schweiker**  
**Brianna Haugen**  
Southwest High School

*Katherine Switzer’s Stand at the Boston Marathon: Paving the Way for Future Women Runners*

**Rachel Arneson**  
**Edwina Gantze**  
Southwest High School

*God, Man and Monkeys: The Battle Over the Teaching of Evolution*
JUNIOR PERFORMANCES

INDIVIDUAL

Isabella Dawis
Carondelet Catholic School

Freedom from Fear: Aung San suu Kyi’s Vision for Burma

Kristina Tester
Breck School

The Woman Who Plants Peace: Wangari Muta Maathai Takes a Stand for the Environment, Women’s Rights and Democracy

GROUP

Haley Akermark
Abby Anderson
Crista Schuett
Samantha Simonson
Celeste Johnston
Cody Sarbacker
Mackenzie Schuett

Sunrise Park Middle School

Lewis Hine

Christ Household of Faith

Sinclair Lewis: Taking a Stand as the Conscience of America During the 1920s
SENIOR PERFORMANCES

**INDIVIDUAL**

**Desmond Richardson**  
Southwest High School  
*Near v. Minnesota: The Bedrock Case in the Stand for Freedom of the Press*

**Caitlin Loehr**  
Eagan High School  
*It’s Not Over Yet: The Challenges and Criticism Faced by the Farmwife Congress-Woman*

**GROUP**

**Erika Groos**  
Maliya Gorman-Carter  
Isaac Zuckerman  
Chantz Erolin  
South High School  
*The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo: Revolutionizing Motherhood, Speaking the Truth, Demanding Justice*

**Kelsey Geerdes**  
Hilary Geerdes  
Georgia Simonson  
Iris Fricke  
Callie Sacarelos  
Christ Household of Faith  
*The Flaming Youth: Flappers Take a Stand as the First Thoroughly Modern American*